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Abstract
This paper describes the system currently under development
at CRIM whose aim is to provide real-time closed captioning
of live TV broadcast news in Canadian French. This project is
done in collaboration with TVA Network, a national TV broad-
caster and the RQST (a Québec association which promotes
the use of subtitling). The automated closed-captioning sys-
tem will use CRIM’s transducer-based large vocabulary French
recognizer. The system will be totally integrated to the existing
broadcaster’s equipment and working methods. First ”on-air”
use will take place in February 2004.

1. Introduction
In Canada, one person out of ten (10%) suffers of a hearing
impairment problem. In Québec, this problem affects more than
750 000 people [1].

While subtitling becomes increasingly available in English
(about 90% of televisual contents), hardly 60% of French broad-
cast news are subtitled. In the area of live news broadcast-
ing (live interviews or special reports) the percentage is lower
still. The restricted accessibility of information to the French
speaking deaf and hearing impaired viewers is in large part due
to the current lack of available technologies dedicated to the
production of live French closed-captioning. At present, only
one Canadian TV broadcaster is capable of generating real-time
closed-captioning by using a system developed in the late ’80s
and based on stenography [2]. Subtitles are obtained by an ex-
perienced stenographer feeding an automatic computer-based
transcription system. Reported performances were sufficiently
good at the time (5% WER) to use the system live.

While this approach offered a viable solution to the prob-
lem at the time, it is fast becoming obsolete for several reasons,
with the absence of stenography teaching in Canada being at
the forefront of the problem. Since the system requires opera-
tion by a trained professional, this situation will ultimately lead
to a human resources problem. Other important factors, such as
the impossibility of updating internal models running on obso-
lete development platforms (DOS) make this approach difficult
to maintain.

The federal government agency that oversees Canadian
televisual content (CRTC) is aware of the situation and has be-
gun to take act by compelling Canadian TV broadcasters to
improve on the quantity and quality of their closed-captioning,
particularly in the area of live broadcasts.

In this context a joint project involving TVA Network,
RQST and CRIM’s speech recognition team started in April
2002. The aim of the project is to adapt CRIM’s transducer-
based large vocabulary French speech recognizer, to produce
real-time subtitles of live TV broadcast news.
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he first “on-air” use of the system is planned for Febru-
04. Two major design features lead us to believe that

ate levels of performance will be achieved for commer-
age. First, the system is based on a re-speak method [3]:
oustic environment, widely variable in broadcast news, is
cto controlled. Second, the speech recognizer will have
to prior information such as the relevant news topic. This
that topic-dependent language models can be used.

he next section outlines system design considerations that
een taken into account during the various stages of de-
ent. We also report on particular phonetic phenomena
to the re-speaking task (section 3). Section 4 gives a

ption of the acoustic and language models used for a pre-
ry evaluation. Finally, details on how performance is to
luated are given in section 5 and preliminary results re-
.

2. System design
t of the fact that the proposed solution is to be used by

oadcaster’s current closed-captioning staff, it is important
e integration to the existing broadcaster’s equipment and
ng methods be thoroughly insightful. Our primary aim is
intain system flexibility and ease of use for the closed-
ning staff, allowing progressive system adaptation and
ion following newscasting trends.
he automatic closed-captioning process is as follows: au-
sourced from newscaster to re-speaker which repeats spo-
ntent. Repeated audio is then sent over a computer net-

to the speech recognition system which in turn produces
riptions that are filtered and formatted to be fed to the
caster’s closed caption encoder.
he developed system is based on a client-server approach.
the server mainly provides transcriptions of spoken con-

he client provides a logon procedure protecting the user
ce and the audio sampling environment.
guarantee constant digitizing quality across variations in
ter hardware, recordings are made with an industry stan-
SB microphone. Ideal recording conditions are main-
by an automatic gain control.

fter each login, users are submitted to a session adapta-
rocedure that also validates recording quality. Users are
ted to repeat a set of pre-determined phonetically bal-
sentences, from which an acoustic model likelihood is
ted.
allow for a flexible speech recognition system that has

ility of keeping track of evolving news coverage, users are
d to enter out-of-vocabulary words in a controlled fash-
oth the interface which provides a vocabulary update wiz-
d the speech recognition server are designed to make use



of a pre-defined dictionary as well as the user-updated dictio-
nary.

To further refine the recognition process, the topic of the
current spoken content can be retrieved through a link to a cen-
tral news server database prior to the recognition process itself.

Since the broadcaster currently uses an offline closed-
captioning system to provide subtitles from previously tran-
scribed material, a manual on-air selection system will be used
to select the closed-captioning source. Thus the automatic
closed-captioning system will be used side-by-side with the ex-
isting offline closed-captioning system.

To ease the introduction of the aforementioned concept into
the broadcaster work flow while staging the research in progres-
sive steps, we chose to divide the project in three time frames.
The end of each period coincides with the development of a pro-
totype milestone to which the broadcaster’s development staff
have been given access. While they have the opportunity to try
the system hands-on, we have access to continuously refreshed
data sets generated by the recording of both audio and speech
recognition transcriptions. This strategy has proved useful for
narrowing down the focus of research.

3. Phenomena introduced by re-speaking
Particular phonetic and acoustic phenomena were observed on
data recorded while closed-captioning staff used the simulation
prototype. Rephrasing was probably the most widespread. Even
non-experienced re-speakers exhibited this trait. Several other
particular phonetic phenomena affecting speech production of
re-speakers were observed.

For years, many studies have reported that presence of noise
affects the speech production in various ways [4]. In our system,
audio data from the live broadcasts is transmitted to re-speakers
by headphones which places them in a “noisy” environment.

Re-speakers must also deal with internal noise arising from
their own speech production (while re-speaking). Moreover, ex-
ternal and internal noises are not synchronized. This is partic-
ularly important in our case because re-speakers have to repro-
duce the meaning transmitted in the external noise while also
dealing with the meaning produced by the internal noise. This
specific noisy environment surely increases the cognitive bur-
den of re-speakers and can explain the following production be-
haviors:

• Inter-speaker regressive phonetic assimilation appears.
This happens when the re-speaker inserts in his own
phoneme stream a phoneme coming from the broadcast
speaker’s stream.

• Modified articulatory planning: a tendency to backup ar-
ticulatory zones of phonemes usually pronounced in the
front-end of the mouth.

• Different strategy in hesitation and repetition from what
can be observed in spontaneous speech.

• Task-dependent rhythm: a tendency of re-speakers to
make pauses where their internal noise would have
masked important sections coming from the external
noise.

These still unstudied but surely interesting phenomena will
have to be considered in our ongoing work.

4. System development
Our development strategy starts with generic models trained
on available large corpora. At the same time we gathered
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ation-specific data from the broadcaster in order to train
specific models (such as a broadcast news language model
aker-dependent acoustic models). Finally, our design al-
or the use of small amounts of topic-specific data for the
ge model, or session-based adaptation for the acoustic
s.
ur baseline system uses speaker-independent acoustic
s as well as a generic language model. As was pointed out
tion 2, audio data coming from re-speakers using the sim-
n prototype is kept on disk, allowing us to train speaker-
dent acoustic models.

anguage modeling and lexicon

in the language model we first used generic data from
apers published in Québec (La Presse and Le Soleil), and
ain data from TVA’s older news archives (NewsView) and
more recent line-up archives (TVA archives). Altogether

corpora include 144 M words. For each corpus the most
100 K words were held-out from training to provide a
pment set. We selected a 20K word vocabulary from the
requent words of a weighted combination of the corpora,
eights chosen to minimize the out-of-vocabulary rate on
A development set.
ble 1 gives the size and perplexity for backoff trigram
s obtained for each corpus, and the out-of-vocabulary rate
e 20K vocabulary. Even though newspaper texts corre-
to a written form of language, while TVA archives are in-
for oral presentation, their trigram language model per-

ies are very similar at around 94.

Table 1: Language model training corpora.

rpus Year Words Dev ppl OOV
Presse 99-02 66 M 93.7 6.3%
Soleil 99-02 57 M 94.8 5.8%
A NewsView 95-98 13.5 M 110.0 5.5%
A archives 01-02 7.8 M 93.5 3.0%

he fourth column of Table 2 shows the perplexity obtained
TVA archives development set when all generic and in-

n models of Table 1 are interpolated into a single model.
ull model is shrunk using entropy-based pruning [7] to
small enough for real-time recognition. The perplexity
pruned model and the size of the corresponding finite

utomaton appear on the last line of Table 2. The test set
xity refers to re-spoken broadcast transcriptions used for
(section 5.2).

Table 2: Interpolated LM perplexity.

Trigram FSA size Train TVA dev Test
model (arcs) ppl ppl ppl
Full 14420 K 28.1 72.0 108
Pruned 900 K 79.0 93.3 138

coustic modeling

ces used for acoustic training come from La Presse and
rd (Canadian parliamentary corpus). Training sentences
ecorded in a reading speech style by 95 Canadian French



speakers (49 men, 46 wowen), in a quiet environment. A sam-
pling rate of 16 KHz was used. The resulting audio database
contains about 36 hours of continuous read speech.

Acoustic data were analyzed into 39 parameters (12
MFCCs including log-energy along with the first and sec-
ond order derivatives). Speaker-independent acoustic models
were initially trained using HTK. Resulting cross-word triphone
models are represented by 6032 tied-state distributions with 8
Gaussians per state.

The baseline recognition vocabulary contains 20K words
for which base pronunciations including liaison were automati-
cally obtained using a set of grapheme-to-phoneme rules.

4.3. Broadcast audio corpora

Since the beginning of the project, three daily TV news broad-
casts (morning, evening, late night) were recorded with a sam-
pling rate of 48 KHz. Line-up files, containing information on
the content and chronology of the news broadcasts, as well as
some offline subtitles, were also recorded. This gathering pro-
cess lasted for about nine months. Our audio database now con-
tains 354 hours of Canadian French live TV broadcasts that fall
into five categories:

Table 3: Broadcast audio corpora categories.

Category Audio duration partitioning
Anchor 40%
Weather 5%
Live interviews 3%
Commercials 27%
Sports 0%
News report 25%

We started using this data to improve acoustic modeling but
quickly discovered that more exact transcriptions are needed be-
fore the database becomes useful, as others have observed [5].

5. Performance evaluation
While overall performance of our closed-captioning system will
involve many aspects such as usability, subtitling delays, etc.
we concentrate here on the amount of information transmitted
to the audience.

To gain insight into this problem we obtained subtitles gen-
erated by an existing French stenography-based system for 55
minutes of live TV broadcast news and compared them with
an accurate transcription. The stenography-based system of-
fers an organization similar to our re-speaker system: live au-
dio is first stenographed (or re-spoken in our case) then fed
to a “stenography-to-text” system (or speech recognizer in our
case). Stenographers or re-speakers face similar constraints of
message reproduction under cognitive load. We suspected they
would use similar strategies such as rephrasing and omitting ir-
relevant speech, as observed in other subtitling situations [6].

Our evaluation of the stenography-based system revealed
the full extent of these strategies: 91% of speech turns were
rephrased, and 42% of words were omitted. However it was
also obvious that heavy rephrasing and word omissions did not
necessarily imply a loss of meaning in the produced subtitles.

Under these conditions, word error rate (WER), as obtained
by comparison between system input (accurate transcriptions)
and system output (subtitles), will grossly overestimate mean-
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ss. While word error rates measured between input and
t of the speech recognition component are still useful, they
t be used as a good performance indicator for the overall
-captioning system.
the next section we elaborate on performance measures
values that translate overall system performance more

tely than the conventional word error metric. We will
eport preliminary results on the speech component by it-
ing word error rate.

erformance measures

ech recognition, WER is used as the primary measure of
performance, and gives the same weight to all errors

ut considering their effect on meaning. For instance, in a
ce like:

Les chats aime les souris. (Cats “likes” mice)
f the plural mark is missing (aime should have been writ-
ment), one still can understand the meaning of the sen-
while the sentence:

Les chats hait les souris. (Cats “hates” mice)
the opposite. Yet both sentences have the same word er-

e. Using synonyms, or rephrasing using different words,
er examples for which WER will not reflect the degree to
meaning is lost or kept.

sing an excerpt from the stenography-based system evalu-
we compared word error rate with a measure designed to
meaning loss. The excerpt from Table 4 shows how the

ription aligns with the output subtitles. In this excerpt,
70 words, there were 44 instances of either word dele-
ord insertion or word substitution, for a word error rate
.

Table 4: Transcription and subtitling.

scription Subtitling Translation
rench) (in French) (in English)

u théâtre St- À la fin Yes at St-Denis
is donc dans la janvier theatre thus the last
ière semaine du week of the month
de janvier à of January starting

pter du 21 from 21st to 25th of
u’au 25 janvier. January.

ur au théâtre St- avec le public Back at St-Denis
is avec le public montréalais. theatre with the
tréalais, encore Montreal public

nse je pense I think

fois une fois once again

ça va être une que ça va être une that it will be a
occasion de belle occasion de nice opportunity

couvrir ce redécouvrir le to rediscover this
tacle-là pis nous spectacle et nous show and for
s ben de autres us well
iller au travailler au to work at
enis. St-Denis. St-Denis.

t toujours it is always
ptionnel, c’est exceptional, it is
salle qui a une a place with a
r de belle wonderful nice
iance ambience

bien hâte on a bien hâte we are eager to
retourner. d’y retourner. go back.



For the same excerpt, we established a measure based on
meaning clusters (as shown in Table 5) where we identified
each meaningful item in the excerpt and tagged it according
to whether its meaning was kept or lost in the subtitles. With 3
clusters out of 8 tagged as having lost meaning, we obtained a
“meaning” error rate (MER) of 38%. Thus for this excerpt we
can estimate that while 63% of words were in error, only 38%
of meaning was loss.

Table 5: Meaning measurements.

Clusters of meaning Kept Lost
At St-Denis Theatre X
End of January X
21st to 25th January X
Montreal public X
Rediscover show X
Work at St-Denis X
Wonderful place X
Eager to work X

Total 5 3

While meaning error rate seems desirable as a subtitling
performance measure, in practice it is very time-consuming
since clusters have to be identified by hand in both transcription
and subtitles, and then examined for correspondence. Thus it
can not be used on large corpora or for repeated measurements.
However our evaluation of the stenography-based subtitles has
suggested approximations to MER, and we are currently investi-
gating to see if these approximations can be automated or partly
automated.

5.2. Preliminary results

We used word error rate to evaluate just the speech recogni-
tion component of the system, not overall system performance.
Test and adaptation data were recorded by 5 speakers from the
closed-captioning staff using a prototype of the system. Each
speaker read 28 texts and repeated another 28 texts by listen-
ing to recorded videos of news broadcasts. Half of the texts
were transcripts from the recorded videos and the other half was
taken from broadcast text archives. Texts and videos used as the
test set contained a total of 3388 words and were not used for
adaption purposes.

Table 6 gives the recognition error rate as measured against
accurate transcriptions of the test set. The first line shows the
starting point with speaker-independent models trained on an-
other domain database as described in section 4.2. When 10
minutes of re-spoken video are used for speaker adaptation (us-
ing supervised MAP and MLLR), the overall error rate is re-
duced from 44% to 29.4%. For 3 speakers we also kept an
additional 10 minutes of re-spoken video available for adap-
tation. The third line shows that for these speakers, the error
rate is further reduced from 29.9% to 25.4% when the amount
of adaptation data is doubled. This confirms that more than 20
minutes of speaker-dependent adaptation data will be needed
before performance reaches a plateau.

In these results we observed differences in error rate de-
pending on whether the speaker was reading a prompted text
or re-speaking from a video. For the test subset where texts
and videos overlap, we can compare error rates for the same
prompts read from text in one case, and re-spoken from video
in the other case. For speaker independent results such as listed
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Table 6: Word error rate on test corpus.

Acoustic All 3
models speakers speakers

S.I. 44.0%
10 min adapt 29.4% 29.9%
20 min adapt 25.4%

first line of Table 6, the overall error rate is 48%. Read
ts produce an error rate of 42% while re-spoken prompts

ce more than 55%. Most of these differences have to be
ed to the re-speaking phenomena mentioned in Section 3.

6. Conclusions
aper described the work carried out for adapting CRIM’s
ocabulary French speech recognizer to produce real-time
-captioning of live TV broadcast news. The system will
cially used “on-air” in February 2004. During the next
lot of work will be done to improve both acoustic and lan-
modeling by using TVA Network corpora and by using
ation available through the central news server database.

coustic models will continue to benefit from incoming au-
ta obtained by continuously refreshing the video sets used
simulation prototype. A lot of attention will also be given
closed-captioning staff in order to help them improve their
aking skills.
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